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套用 4C行銷理論避免商標通用化: 以 Google商標為例 

 

中文摘要 

企業該如何利用行銷策略，有效避免商標通用化﹖智慧財產與行銷策略，表面上看似是毫

無相似之處的研究領域，但企業若要順利營運，兩者之間的平衡是十分關鍵的。本研究目

的在於拉近商標管理與行銷策略，二專業領域的距離。有些像彼特森等(Robert A. 

Peterson et al.) 學者，曾探討行銷對於造成商標稀釋的影響；也有學者曾探討行銷造成商

標混淆誤認的潛在可能；有些學者更是探討心理學、行銷與商標的關聯性，但對於行銷策

略與商標通用化直接的關聯性，存在的討論卻非常少。針對該議題近十年來有一重要判決

為 Elliot v. Google Inc. 的判決，因此本研究以商標法觀點分析此案件，並套用邱志勝教授

所提出的 4C行銷理論，進一步釐清行銷策略與商標管理的關係，並提出企業可執行的結

論，避免制定未考量周全而造成商標通用化的行銷策略，達到釐清二研究領域關係的目

的。為達到此目的，本研究的研究方法包含文獻回顧、質性研究與量化研究，質性研究包

含兩個焦點訪談，量化研究為一線上問卷調查。雖然 Google 在 Elliot v. Google Inc.的判決

中獲得勝訴，但本研究結果指出，若被告以名詞觀點切入，表示 Google商標應該以名詞

被通用化，那麼 Google或許會敗訴，而喪失商標權。本研究貢獻在於闡述企業可以如何

在制定行銷策略時，察覺商標通用化的潛在風險，並借此避免商標通用化。 

 

關鍵字: 行銷策略、商標管理、商標通用化、4C行銷理論、谷歌商標 
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Preventing Trademark Genericide Based on 4C Marketing Theory: The 

Google Trademark 

 

Abstract 

 What can companies do to prevent their trademark from being rendered generic through 

marketing strategies? Though Intellectual Properties and Marketing may be two very different 

areas of study, it is crucial to reach a balance between both studies for the successful operation of 

a company. This dissertation aims to close the gap between practices of trademark management 

and marketing strategies. Scholars like Robert A. Peterson et al. have discussed the effect of 

dilution marketing may cause on a trademark1; there are also scholars that have discussed how 

marketing can cause trademark confusion2; some have also discussed the relationship between 

psychology, marketing and trademarks. However, little ink has been spilled over the direct 

relationship between marketing strategies and trademark genericide. There has been a fairly 

recent case on this matter, which is the Elliot v. Google Inc. case. Therefore, the purpose of this 

dissertation is to clarify this relationship further by analyzing the Elliot v. Google Inc. case using 

aspects of Trademark Law and applications of the 4C Marketing Theory proposed by Professor 

Chiou, and to propose possible solutions to prevent trademark genericide cased as a result of 

rather imprudent marketing strategies. Research methods to achieve this purpose include 

literature reviews, qualitative and quantitative research by focus groups and one online survey. 

Although Google won the case of Elliot v. Google Inc., research results point out that they could 

have lost the lawsuit if the plaintiff had argued that Google be rendered generic as a noun. This 

dissertation contributes to how companies can perceive the potential risk of trademark genericide 

in making marketing strategies and prevent trademark genericide.  

 

Keywords: Marketing strategy, Trademark management, Genericide, 4C Marketing Theory, 

Google trademark  
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Preventing Trademark Genericide Based on 4C Marketing Theory: The 

Google Trademark 

Yu-Ying (Victoria) Chen 

 

I. Introduction 

Trademarks are the most direct and evident type of intellectual property. It is the first 

thing people see upon regarding that firm or individual. It should be considered a very valuable 

asset because it is something that competitors cannot copy and is exclusive only to one business 

entity so every business should have its own distinctive trademark. This is a unique characteristic 

owned by trademarks in comparison to patents and trade secret. There is room for content 

overlap in patent registration, which results in the existence of patent thickets and one could 

never guarantee that their trade secrets are not the same as their competitors. This characteristic 

is quite similar to copyright though, there is room for being identical or similar in expression but 

there are boundaries to maintain uniqueness. For trademarks, the overlap is relatively smaller and 

the boundaries are confusion, dilution and finally, becoming generic. Usage of trademarks is 

highly relevant to marketing and creating a brand image. When a company’s brand recognition is 

very high and the producer fails to educate their consumers about the recognition of their 

trademark to such an extent that the public is no longer using it to refer to its producer, the 

nightmare of genericide may be just around the corner.3 Failing to protect the exclusive use of a 

trademark may result in trademark dilution and finally the loss to the rights of the trademark 

through genericide. The discussion of this dissertation mainly revolves around the important 

relation between trademark management and marketing and consequences of lost trademark 

rights when the importance of trademark protection is neglected during the process of marketing. 

This dissertation aims to discuss ways to avoid trademark genericide based on the 

analysis of the Trademark Law, the Google trademark case and 4C Marketing Theory. 4C 

Marketing Theory is a marketing theory Professor Chiou Jyh-Shen proposed.4 It is applicable in 

this dissertation because it is a theory that covers marketing research to marketing practices. A 

more detailed explanation of the theory will be included within this dissertation. The Google 

trademark is chosen because it is a trademark that should have been rendered generic but was 

not. It provides an example of a famous trademark dodging the bullet of genericide. It introduces 
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discussion of what firms can do in advance to prevent such incidents, and what they could do in 

the future if they encounter crisis of trademark genericide.  

The research example used in this dissertation is the Google search engine as is the 

subject of discussion in the case of Elliot v. Google Inc. The Google search engine was the 

service that initiated the dispute of whether the Google trademark should be rendered generic. 

Therefore, the scope of the Google trademark discussed in this dissertation does not apply to 

other services or brands provided by Google, like Google Scholar, Google Patent, or so forth.  

The structure of this dissertation is as follows: Firstly, the relationship of trademark 

management and marketing is discussed by addressing the purpose of Trademark Law and the 

reasoning behind the regulation of generic trademarks. Next, problems that may result from 

uncareful management of trademarks in the process of marketing, and how the 4C Marketing 

Theory could be a complementary strategy in trademark marketing. The third section narrows 

down on the problem of genericide and how the case of the Google trademark points out a flaw 

in the Trademark Law. Section four is a qualitative research with two focus groups and one 

online survey on the consuming public’s recognition of the “Google” trademark nowadays. 

Section five concludes.  

II. Effects on Trademark Rights in Marketing 

The second part of this dissertation aims to enhance the important relationship of 

trademark management and marketing strategies in business operations. The relationship of the 

two are often neglected and results in many problems regarding trademark rights. Discussion in 

this part is separated into three parts. Firstly, the purpose of Trademark Law will be discussed 

and this part also includes reference to the Lanham Act and Taiwanese Trademark Law. Then 

some actual problems that have resulted from neglect of trademark management in the process of 

marketing will be looked into. Finally, some aspects firms can consider when they are making 

strategies for trademark marketing based on the 4C theory will be proposed.  

A. Why Genericness Exists 

The Trademark Law in Taiwan has three main natural purposes in its founding: to 

differentiate the producer from other competitors, to indicate the product’s origin, and to inform 

customers of who they are buying from.5  Other purposes of Trademark Law in Taiwan also 
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covers the maintenance of fair trade within the market and to encourage development of 

industries. The Lanham Act as affective in the US from 1946, states in the “Construction and 

Definition” subtitle of United States Code Chapter 15 that the purpose of this chapter was to 

regulate marks being used deceptively, or for misleading purposes in commerce, to regulate 

unfair competition, and to protect registered trademarks.6  

In the eyes of the trademark holder, registering for a trademark could mean protection of 

his investments into a certain trademark.7 However, looking from the perspective of the PTO 

(Patent Trademark Office) the protection is provided to the trademark owner and the public. The 

public includes the trademark owner’s stakeholders like its competitors and customers. 

Protection is provided to the owner as a reward for the investment and effort put into marketing 

and building a brand based on the trademark. These purposes all fall into the scope of the 

premises of a trademark being able to be distinctive.  

Generic words cannot be registered as trademarks because they go against all the listed 

purposes of Trademark Law, in this dissertation we are discussing on the terms of the Trademark 

Law in Taiwan and the US. Whether a trademark should be considered generic is based on its 

primary significance to the consuming public, or in other words, the consuming public’s 

recognition or perception of the word.8 The word “consuming public” implies the concept of 

indicating people who are consumers or potential purchasers of a certain product, but it should 

also be able to be interpreted as the public. The reason is that when a word is on the brink of 

becoming generic, it means that people are starting to use it as a word in communication 

regardless of whether or not they may or may not be consumers.  

Starting with the first purpose listed in Trademark Law of Taiwan: “to differentiate a 

producer from its competitors” and “maintaining fair trade and development of industries”, when 

a trademark becomes generic and the public is using it as a word it will cost more for the 

trademark owner’s competitors to explain to their consumers what their product is.9 This may 

halt the growth and fair competition of industries and markets. Therefore, making it unfair to 

prevent the owner’s competitors from using the owner’s trademark to refer to their products as 

well. An example of this would be the situation of “Thermos” before it became generic. If 

everyone was using “Thermos” to refer to a container that can maintain the temperature of its 

contents the same for a longer period of time, it would be inconvenient for Thermos’s 
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competitors to describe a similar product as anything other than a “Thermos”. This concept 

correlates to the purpose of preventing marks to cause unfair competition in the Lanham Act, 

regardless of whether it was intentional.  

Regarding the second purpose in Trademark Law of Taiwan: “to indicate the product’s 

origin” and “to notify consumers of who they are buying from”, when a trademark becomes a 

part of daily language and represents the class of products or service instead of its producer, then 

it loses distinctiveness. Therefore, steering farther away from the original purpose of a 

trademark. If it loses too much distinctiveness, then it might become generic and the owner will 

lose his trademark rights.  

Some may see genericide as a cruel and unfair punishment for the owners of a trademark 

but actually the trademark system and law strikes a balance between the rights of the owner and 

its stakeholders. It protects the rights of the owner by preventing infringement and dilution as 

one of the purposes of the Lanham Act is to protect the rights of registered trademarks. Similar 

concepts are also mentioned in the US Trademark Law Revision Act of 1988 that one of the 

purposes of the federal trademark registration system is to be valuable to US corporations.10 In 

conclusion, Trademark Law serves for the trademark owner’s rights, but when the exclusivity of 

use of the trademark undermines the public’s rights to such an extent then the rights of the owner 

must be sacrificed.  

B. Problems Evident in Trademark Marketing Today 

There are many other problems related to trademark management that will occur under 

the circumstances of marketing when an owner fails to protect his trademark, or in other words 

by failing to educate the public about the correct use of it. There is a trajectory that lead to this 

result we can outline starting from the birth of a trademark which commences upon successful 

registration to becoming a well-known trademark and finally, to when it becomes generic. To 

emphasize on the importance of the balance between marketing and trademark rights, problems 

caused through the imbalance of these two factors that may push a trademark towards genericide 

will be discussed in this section. The three parts in this section address three respective stages on 

the road to widespread recognition of a trademark. The three scenarios of problems related to 

trademark protection and marketing discussed in detail as follows are trademark trolls, well-
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known trademarks, and genericide. The scenarios are arranged in such sequence based on 

different stages of trademark protection and brand growth.  

When a brand has just been built for a few years and that it is known by people, it may be 

in the early stages of potentially becoming generic. A trademark only has little recognition in this 

stage and possible problems could include the attraction of trademark trolls. When a trademark 

gains global recognition it may become a well-known trademark, which is the peak of a 

trademark’s recognition and may indicate that if the trademark is not managed carefully it may 

be on the brink of genericide. This is also the place of which most firms would hope to stay. 

Problems during this stage may include trademark infringement, dilution, dilution by tarnishment 

and other shady strategies from the owner’s competitors and stakeholders. When the trademark 

owner doesn’t fight hard enough to educate the public of the use of his trademark or exercise his 

rights to exclude others from using it, then it may ultimately enter the final stage of fame and 

become generic depending on how it is used by the public. The management of a trademark 

should be to utilize marketing strategies so it gains recognition and status in the market but also 

to navigate marketing strategies so that the public does not use it freely as a word in daily 

language. After the analysis of the potential problems during the three stages of trademark 

development, application of 4C Marketing Theory by Professor Chiou will be introduced and it 

will later be used in application of trademark marketing strategies.  

a. Trademark Trolls 

When a company markets its trademark with no or little regard to trademark protection, it 

is likely that they will create a perfect scenario for trademark trolls to take advantage of them. 

The term “Trademark Troll” come from the concept of “Patent Troll”, which refers to people or 

entities who own patents but do not provide related services or products. Nevertheless, they still 

collect license fees from their owned patents.11 The problem of trademark trolls is a minor one 

compared to that of a patent troll because it is required that trademark be used for them to be 

effective in the Trademark Law of Taiwan.12 It would not be a problem for companies intending 

to operate in the US because instead of using the “first to register” rule, the US Trademark Law 

adapts the “first to use” rule.13 The existence of trademark trolls is a problem that could be dealt 

with within a few years but it is still possible for them to cause a hassle for companies. This was 

so in the case of Tesla Inc.(hereafter referred to as Tesla) in 2012 and 2013.14 Although this case 
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has been resolved and Tesla has managed to obtain all related trademark and domain rights, it is 

best if a business is able to address trademark management in advance to prevent incidents 

related to loss of trademark rights or fighting to reobtain them. Not all companies are as lucky as 

Tesla. Reobtaining trademark rights immediately will become especially difficult if the disputed 

trademark belongs to a business that is not as famous or as financially powerful as Tesla. This is 

why many trademark trolls like to take advantage of companies that overlook trademark 

registration internationally.  

A Chinese person named Zhan Bao-Sheng (hereafter referred to as Zhan) filed 

applications for the Chinese and English trademark of Tesla in 2006 and they were successfully 

registered in 2009. The trademark registration numbers are 5588947 and 6055503 in the 

Trademark Office of China. Both were registered under international class 12, which included 

various types of vehicles. Zhan also registered for domain names such as “tesla.cn” in China. 

2006 was the year in which Tesla launched its first model “Roadster” and took the electronic 

vehicle industry by storm, making a global reputation for itself.15 While Tesla was founded in 

2003, one can reasonably assume that Zhan registered the mark when he realized the widespread 

reputation of Tesla and found out that Tesla did not register for a trademark in China. Zhan was a 

business man who sold cosmetics via e-commerce platforms and had almost no usage of the 

Tesla trademarks after he registered it in China. This was typical behavior of non-practicing 

entities (NPE), or in other words, trademark trolls. Zhan had only registered the trademark to 

take advantage of Tesla.  

As Zhan may have expected, Tesla realized that they needed to negotiate with him upon 

global expansion of the company. Tesla hoped to reconcile with Zhan in Hong Kong and obtain 

its trademark rights in 2012. However, the negotiation broke apart and ended with no consensus 

because there was a huge discrepancy in prices both parties found reasonable. Zhan had asked 

for a very high price of almost 30 million USD while Tesla was only willing to pay 5 million 

USD.16 Although Zhan claimed that there was misunderstanding in the process and that he did 

not ask for that much, the negotiation in 2012 did not work out and Tesla continued pursuing 

lawsuits in 2013. Tesla filed for trademark dispute of Zhan’s registered marks to the Trademark 

Appeal Board of the State Administration in China in 2013, claiming that Zhan had not used his 

trademark for over three years and it should be revoked.17 Zhan filed a trademark infringement 
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lawsuit to Beijing No.3 Intermediate People’s Court in 2014 and demanded the cease and desist 

of “Tesla” branded electronic cars with compensation of 2394 CNY.18  

The lawsuit was resolved in Beijing No.3 Intermediate People’s Court in August, 2014. 

Tesla gave up charges and demanded compensation for damages while Zhan gave up all related 

trademark rights. The case ended mainly based on the effect this case will have on the electronic 

vehicle industry in China and the law revision of Trademark Law in China in 2013. The court 

started to adopt the new law in May, 2014. According to code 32 in the revised Trademark Law 

of the Republic of China, “One cannot hurt others first and current trademark rights upon filing 

for new trademarks. Neither can one use unjust methods to register for trademarks already 

owned and has certain influence.”19 This revision should provide a friendlier intellectual property 

environment in China. However, that does not mean that trademark trolls cannot exist and bar 

the original owner’s business use temporarily in other countries. Although it is unlikely that 

trademark trolls will last for a very long time span like patent trolls do due to the Trademark Use 

Requirement that most countries have,20 it still necessary for a business to plan strategically 

when it comes to trademark protection and marketing in order to avoid an incident like the one 

Tesla had to encounter.  

b. Well-Known Trademark 

A well-known trademark, or a famous trademark, is a widely recognized and distinctive 

trademark to the public. When a trademark becomes very famous after successful brand building 

and advertising, other businesses often tend to try to take advantage of the goodwill built based 

on the famous trademark. A trademark should receive more protection upon acquiring a broader 

recognition because use of a similar trademark to the famous one could cause confusion among 

consumers which would hurt the public’s benefit. It can also result in trademark dilution in the 

forms of dilution by tarnishment or dilution by blurring. Dilution by tarnishment is the act of 

discrediting the trademark through linking it to illegal, obscene, or negative matters. Dilution by 

blurring is the act of linking the trademark with products irrelevant to its main product category, 

undermining the mental association the trademark has built around certain products.21 The 

concept of protecting famous trademarks is to stop anyone but the trademark owner to use the 

mark for commercial purposes.22 Therefore, the owner of a well-known trademark is entitled to 

protection of his mark by preventing anyone, regardless of whether they are in the competing 
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business, from using their trademark for commercial purposes. For example, “Times” could be a 

restrained trademark for a bicycle company by the newspaper publisher.23 

So how can we decide whether a trademark is a famous trademark? In American law the 

court can distinguish a famous trademark by the extent of reach and recognition of the 

advertisements under that trademark, regardless of whether it came from the owner or a third 

party; the amount, volume, and geographic extent of goods and services under that trademark; 

the amount of recognition the trademark has; and the registering circumstances of that 

trademark.24 The considered factors upon deciding whether a trademark is well-known is quite 

similar under the Trademark Law in Taiwan, except there are a few more additional factors to 

consider. For example: How distinctive the trademark is; records of successful exercising of 

trademark rights, especially those from administrative or judicial institutions pointing out that the 

trademark is well-known; and other factors that can prove the trademark is well-known.25  

The mechanism of making a well-known trademark solely exclusive to the owner 

happens when preventing public use of that trademark also protects the public’s rights not to be 

confused and does not hurt the competition of the industry. However, people also have freedom 

of speech. When the trademark becomes too popular that people are using it in daily language 

and preventing its use becomes too costly to the public while hurting the public’s First 

Amendment rights26, it leads to the potential of a trademark’s fate for being overly famous: 

becoming generic.  

c. Becoming Generic 

Trademarks are classified into five types: fanciful, arbitrary, suggestive, descriptive and 

generic.27 Only arbitrary, suggestive, and fanciful marks are entitled to protection under the 

Federal Trademark Lanham Act. Arbitrary marks are word marks that have a meaning but are 

applied to a completely irrelevant product, for example, “APPLE” is a trademark for a tech 

company instead of an apple farm. Suggestive marks suggest the product or service provided, for 

example, “The North Face” is suggestive for outdoor clothing and equipment. Fanciful marks are 

basically invented words, such as “Adidas”. They do not have a meaning. Descriptive and 

generic marks are not entitled to protection. Descriptive marks are words or a combination of 

daily used words, like “a sharp pen” for example. Generic marks cover a smaller area within the 

scope of descriptive marks. They are words that describe a class of goods, like “cars” for 
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instance. To trademark these words would hurt the public’s rights of word usage. There are, 

however, exceptions to the ability of being trademarked when it comes to descriptive marks. If a 

descriptive mark acquires a secondary meaning and makes people think of the product other than 

its original meaning as a word, then the owner of this descriptive mark would be able to register 

it as a trademark. For instance, “Tide” is allowed to be registered for detergent because people 

refer to it as a cleansing product after its brand marketing.  

The development of technology has changed the way marketing operates. Marketing no 

longer just happens in pages between newspapers and magazines, on big banners on the streets or 

on TV, they come in much more creative and diverse ways via the internet. However, despite the 

efficiency of information spread, the ease and speeding up of communication through the 

internet propels new words and phrases to be invented at a faster pace. Many trademarks have 

been rendered generic due to the use of their trademarks in daily language. People refer to the 

class of products when they hear the registered trademark and vice versa. For instance, the 

“Thermos”, “Aspirin”, “Escalator” trademarks and some others have lost their trademark rights 

to genericide through widespread linguistic usage, which no longer makes them distinctive.28 

The development of marketing has affected the ways companies protect their trademarks, it has 

also complicated the standard of when a trademark should be rendered generic. Genericide is a 

coined word of the words “generic” and “suicide”.29 Why these two words? When a company 

overly markets its trademark to such an extent that the brand name becomes too popular and 

people refer to the class of products instead of it producer, it may become a generic trademark 

and the owner will lose his trademark rights.30 Therefore, it is as if the owner had committed 

suicide for the trademark which leads to the ultimate result: genericide.  

C. 4C Theory as a Resolution 

Upon studying the connection between trademark strategies and marketing in the 

marketplace, scholars like Christina S. Kim31 included factors like consumer psychology. 

However, consumer psychology could also actually be contained within the scope of marketing 

as it is in 4C Marketing Theory marketing values within the framework of Professor Chiou. 

Therefore, what the 4C theory is and several proposals as to how its methodology can be applied 

to trademark marketing will be discussed in this part. Psychological research will be written in 

detail part four (IV) in which I have conducted two focus groups to look further into the 
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recognition of the Google trademark. Discussion on Google’s marketing strategies will be 

discussed further in that section.  

As the name of “4C Marketing Theory” implies, there are four kinds of costs implied in 

the eyes of a consumer and they stand for different factors to be considered by producers in 

making product marketing strategies. The basis of the 4C theory in brief is as follows: The first 

kind of cost (hereafter referred to as “C1” and so on) is the value resulting from the cost paid for 

the utility of the product, or in other words whether the product is good value for money. This is 

where the psychological factors come in, to determine whether a product is “good value for 

money” consumers consider both psychological and physical factors. Professor Chiou has placed 

an “FAB” structure under C1 to measure the utility customers feel. FAB represents “feature”, 

“advantage”, and “benefit” (hereafter mentioned as “F”, “A” and “B”). “F” refers to feature, in 

other words, the quality and function of the product. “A” refers to advantage, referring to what 

problems the product is able to solve for the consumer and the advantages it brings about. “B” 

refers to a more psychological level of what mental comfort or satisfaction the product can bring 

to the customer. The ratio of cost and utility would be C1 for the consumer.  

“C2” is the cost for collecting information related to a product. This part also includes 

knowing about the brand the product belongs to and knowing the placement of the brand. “C3” is 

the mental cost in the recognition of the reputation of a brand or product. Mental cost includes 

three parts: the customer’s belief that the producer “will do” what they claim they would; the 

producer “can do” what they say they can; and that the producer has benevolence for the 

customer. These three measures constitute C3.  

Finally, “C4” is the cost for reliance and loyalty to a product. To enhance C4 the brand 

should try to make new customers feel that there will be none or little need for reliance on the 

brand. On the contrary, they should make reliance for old customers higher. Trademark 

management requires trademark marketing to make an impression and build recognition among 

customers just like a product.  

In early stages of a trademark, take Tesla for an example, C3 and C2 was getting lower 

for Tesla as it was becoming widely recognized as a prestigious brand for electronic cars. 

However, their products have not reached the world at that stage and not all potential customers 

had a very complete idea of their product’s C1. When C3 and C2 are getting lower, companies 

should be alert regarding their basic trademark protection measures to pave the way for further 
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successful marketing and development in the future. In Tesla’s case it was important to establish 

their trademark worldwide for C4 of their trademark before more new customers came in, this 

was important for old customers as well because most of Tesla’s customers were people with 

higher income and presumable higher global travelling abilities.  

When a trademark is becoming well-known and people are beginning to adopt it in daily 

language, people’s C4 of the trademark is gradually climbing. C1 should be quite stable at this 

stage, C2 should not be too high, and without any incidents C3 should also be quite stable. The 

management of the trademark’s C4 is critical in its path of preventing genericide. The Line 

messaging application, for example, is doing a great job of making the use of the Line trademark 

exclusive solely to itself by differentiating itself with its competitors. Line uses their users’ C4 to 

invite them into using many other important services to manage C4 of its trademark, making the 

impression to users that it is not only a messaging application and shall not be used as a 

trademark referring to all messaging applications.  

III. Challenges in Trademark Marketing: Google’s Trademark Crisis 

Every trademark starts off as newly registered and the Google trademark is no different. 

As Google built its brand throughout the years it started to face the problem of people using it in 

daily language, threatening to make its potential fate of becoming generic a reality. This section 

briefs on how Google gained recognition throughout the last score, gives a summary on Google’s 

lawsuit of almost becoming generic and lastly provides trademark marketing insight analyzing 

Google’s trademark history based on the 4C Theory.  

A. Building the Google Search Engine 

Larry Page and Sergey Brin, the founders of Google Inc., started the company as a school 

project. When Larry and Sergey started their project in 1995, the web was only six years old and 

a page took approximately thirty seconds to load. The web was a messy load of information and 

the internet’s search function was ineffective. The founders developed a link back algorithm 

called “BackRub” to improve the problem of hyperlinks on the internet in 1995.32 They 

continued improving their project and added the “PageRank” function to BackRub in 1996 in 

order to rank the pages to determine their importance. The more back links a page has, the more 

reliable it was, and this contributed to accurate searching.33  
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BackRub took Stanford by storm and the amount of users escalated. Larry and Sergey 

soon realized that the users of their service was growing at such fast a rate that it was possible 

people would soon start to say “backrub something”. BackRub just didn’t sound smart enough. 

They brainstormed with their fellow Stanford students and came up with the name “Googol” but 

they misspelled it upon registering their domain name resulting in the name of “Google”.34 Larry 

and Sergey officially dropped out of school and launched their company in 1998.35 Google also 

made its appearance in a famous tech magazine, PC Magazine, which helped them gain 

recognition, propelling them further on to the road of becoming a famous trademark. Google also 

set forth its mission as a company for “organizing the world’s information”.36  Larry and Sergey 

continued improving the functions of Google search engine by adding spelling correction 

features.37 They also made the search engine more humane by adding Google Zeitgeist, showing 

Google search engine users which words or phrases are most popular and most searched on 

Google.38  

Despite Google’s efforts, in the first few years they did not profit at all. The case was so 

until they turned to advertisement for profit and earned 7 million USD in 2001.39 It still did not 

make up for the amount they were spending and that’s when target advertising came in the 

picture: advertising the right products to the right people. Google did this through analyzing the 

search queries users made on Google and displayed related advertisements on their search 

engine.40 Google’s financials relied mostly on profits from advertisements in its first decade, it 

profited one hundred million USD by the end of 2002.41 Acquisitions also contributed to 

Google’s growth significantly. In 2003 Google acquired Applied Semantics and launched 

AdSense in order to place advertisements on other sites, expanding the scope of Google 

advertising.42  

Google continued to add many other features, ramping up their C1 including Google 

News, which was triggered by 911 terrorist attack in 2001 when people’s need of searching the 

news soared.43 They also added the Google Images feature in the same year to satisfy people’s 

need for looking up pictures when all Google provided back then was search in print.44 

“Froogle”, which later became Google Shopping, was launched in 2002.45 Gmail was launched 

in 2004.46 Google Maps was launched in 2005 and Larry and Sergey executed their crazy idea of 

strapping a camera to a car to collect street images of the whole world.47 In 2006, Google 
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Translate was added to help people around the world understand each other.48 Google Inc. 

officially became a famous trademark when the word “Google” became a verb in the Oxford 

dictionary in the same year.49 However, despite all these other Google functions, Google’s most 

recognized and used product is still the Google search engine. This is because all of Google’s 

other services are somehow based on the Google search engine, or in other words, the world’s 

information.  

There is only so much a company is able to achieve on its own which is why acquisitions 

and partnerships became critical to part of Google’s success. Google acquired Keyhole in order 

to make Google Maps work out.50 Gathering printed information also fell within the scope of 

organizing the world’s information which lead to the launch of Google Books. It was a seven-

year long project from 2002 to 2008 as it involved more complicated factors including copyright. 

Google partnered with academic institutions like Stanford, Harvard and other related associations 

and scholars while working out obstacles along the way to make the launch successful.51 In 2015 

Google was working on so many different side projects that were not necessarily related to 

internet search that they had to create a parent company called Alphabet in order to segment their 

projects into different individual companies while they all belonged to Google under the 

umbrella of their parent company, Alphabet.52 The Google search engine still monopolizes the 

search engine market and its services is very intimate to people’s lives, building a widespread, 

firm reputation of a tool for search.  

B. Google’s Genericide Law Suit 

This is a law suit starting from September, 2014 and ending in February, 2019. This case 

started from Arizona District Court to the Ninth Circuit. On February, 2019 the plaintiffs’ 

petition to cancel on both registered federal trademarks of Google were denied53.  

a. 2014 Case Brief-Arizona District Court 

It would be unfair to say that Google’s trademark was argued to be rendered generic 

because they did not care about their trademark rights. Google filed their trademark for 

registration as soon as they were founded and continued to register Google related trademarks 

throughout the years. Google filed for a word trademark by the registration number of 2884502 

for the ninth international class of computer hardware on September of 1998, the year that it was 

officially founded. They filed for a service mark the next year on September of 1999 by the 
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registration number of 2806075 for the 32nd and 42nd international classes involving computer 

network services and software interfaces. Both were successfully registered on 2004.54 As 

Google expanded over the next decade, it became an indispensable tool in people’s lives. Google 

also filed their trademark in many other classes as they expanded their services and products, 

covering many other business sectors. The timeline and classes they registered for under the 

Google mark is as in the timeline. 

 

Figure 1: Google Trademark Registration Timeline 

(Drawn by author) 

Although Google did not cover all classes, its reputation was widely acknowledged that it 

was considered a well-known trademark (or famous trademark)55. Under such circumstances, 

Google did not have to register for all classes in order to be entitled to protection. It was also 

under such circumstances that it became dangerous for Google to not educate its users vigorously 

about the “correct” usage of its trademark.  

The search engine was so convenient that people would say things like “Let me Google 

it.” to refer to looking up information online, probably regardless of the browser used. Google’s 

reputation grew into more than just a well-known company, but also a commonly used word. A 

law suit arguing that the Google trademark should be rendered generic due to its linguistic usage 

was filed in September of 2014 by plaintiffs David Elliot and Chris Gillispie et al.56 They 

registered for many domain names combining the Google trademark with different words like 

“googledisney” for instance, in March 2012.57 They claimed that this was for business use. 

Google filed a complaint to the National Arbitration Forum and had the domain names 

transferred to Google in May 2012. To register such domain names would be an unwise decision 

to make if one had some basic knowledge to trademark registration. The combination would 

obviously contain risk of being too similar to the well-known trademark58 of Google, this would 

1998 
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result in confusion for consumers and infringement to Google’s trademark rights and would have 

little chance of being successfully registered. Nevertheless, the plaintiffs brought forth a law suit 

two years later in 2014 to argue that the Google trademark should be rendered generic. The 

plaintiffs claimed that it was a commonly used word that did not merely represent Google 

anymore, but also implies the action of searching online. This was a close call for the Google 

trademark. It may seem like Google had their way in every lawsuit in this case, but actually 

Google was just lucky that the plaintiff argued in the wrong aspects. Google’s trademark 

might’ve been rendered generic if the plaintiffs had not argued the trademark to be a verb, but a 

noun instead.    

For a trademark to be rendered generic, it has to refer to the class of products instead of 

the producer in the eyes of the consuming public.59 However, this definition was is somehow 

vague and has had more and more room for controversy as companies diversify in products and 

services. If a trademark must refer to a class of products to be rendered generic, should a 

trademark like Google be rendered generic for being a verb that represents the action of 

browsing the internet for information? Explained on a wider scope, the plaintiff is implying that 

the word Google is recognized as referring to the class of actions of searching for information 

online. This is the issue in the case of Elliott v. Google, Inc.  Inc. The surveys that the plaintiffs 

carried out proved that the general public did use “google” to refer to browsing for information 

on the web.60 If a survey wasn’t enough, they also cited CEO of Google Larry Page’s words 

“Have fun and keep Googling.”61 The court decided that this was sufficient evidence to prove 

that “google” was used as the plaintiff had argued. However, Google was still not rendered 

generic under the given circumstances.  

Senior Judge Stephen M. McNamee of Arizona District Court still held that Google was 

not to be rendered generic because it is currently used as a verb instead of a noun which stands 

for search engines.62 People do not think about the class of products of search engines when they 

see the Google trademark, which spares Google from being rendered generic. In conclusion of 

this case’s first trial, Arizona District Court feels that for a trademark to be rendered generic, 

reference has to work bilaterally. When people think of that class of products, they will refer to a 

specific trademark, and vice versa, when people see a certain trademark they will also think of 

that class of products.  
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This bilateral requirement is the main reason why the Google trademark will be safe from 

further arguments of genericide today. Why is that? Maybe it would be possible if one did a 

survey and came up with the result that the consuming public, referring to people who have had 

experience of using more than one browser and are familiar with Google Chrome, use the word 

Google to refer to all browsers even if they are not Google Chrome. This would fulfill one end of 

the bilateral requirement, the other end would be for users of all servers refer to them as 

“Google”, just as we would refer to all brands of tissue paper is “Kleenex”. However, it would be 

very unlikely for people in China who use Baidu to intuitively think of Google when they are 

looking up information when the search button on the Baidu webpage says “Baidu it” in Chinese, 

and users are a population of approximately 1.3 billion people. Main browsers used nowadays 

other than Google may also include Baidu, Bing, and some others but we do not intuitively think 

of the Google browser when we use them. This makes the bilateral reference of Google and 

browsers non-existent.  

b. 2017 Case Brief- 9th Circuit 

After the Arizona District Court ruled that Google’s trademark should not be rendered 

generic, plaintiff Elliot raised two arguments in appeal. The first argument was that the district 

court failed to apply the Primary Significance Test correctly and did not succeed to notice that 

the verb use of a trademark should contribute greatly to its road to genericness. Their second 

argument was that the evidence provided by the plaintiff was weighed incorrectly. Google also 

counterclaimed for trademark dilution, cybersquatting and unfair enrichment under Lanham Act 

and unfair competition and false advertising under California State Law.  

The ninth circuit denies Elliott’s first argument because he has failed to prove that the use 

of Google as a verb has hurt its significance as a trademark.63 Elliott’s assertion that genericide 

should happen because it is widely used as a verb is not a strong enough argument in view of 

what constitutes a trademark to become generic. Therefore, the district court did not fail to apply 

the Primary Significance Test. If Elliot could prove that the usage of Google as a verb 

diminished its significance because users also say they are Googling when they are using other 

browsers, then his argument may be stronger and more effective.  

The second claim of Elliott has also been denied because the ninth circuit agrees with the 

district court’s decision that Elliott’s provided evidence was irrelevant.64 The usage of Google as 
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a verb by CEO Larry Page, by celebrity T-pain, the survey conducted and other provided 

evidence by Elliott only proves that Google is used as a verb and it proves nothing more than 

that. To constitute genericness the plaintiff must prove that this verbal use has hurt the 

significance of a trademark, undermining its distinctiveness.  

However, the ninth circuit’s stance on this case is not mainly that the verbal use of 

Google does not prove making the Google trademark insignificant as an action for search. The 

ninth circuit has repeatedly mentioned that people do not refer to other search engines as “a 

google”.65 This indicates that the court still thinks that trademarks should be used as nouns that 

refer to the whole class of products in order to be rendered generic. It is evident that the bar for a 

mark to be rendered generic higher than for it to be used as a generic word. This shapes a 

different landscape of marketing for different types of companies, some may have to be more 

careful than others in the act of advertising. Although the Court of Appeals Circuit Judge 

Tallman has held that whether a trademark should be rendered generic depends on whether it 

refers to a product or service, could one argue that the verb “google” something is already 

implying the service of a browser? The judgment of this case has made it harder for service 

marks to be rendered generic and companies with trademarks for innovative tangible products 

need to be more careful with their marketing strategies.  

c. Impact upon Trademark Marketing 

The judgement of the Elliott v. Google, Inc. points out that the bar to genericness is lower 

for companies providing actual tangible products compared to companies that provide services. 

Firstly, this would be quite unfair to innovative startups that make breakthrough tangible 

products that no one has ever seen before. If the product is too innovative, it is very likely that 

there is no other way to refer to it other than to call it by its trademark, which in that case most 

likely would make the trademark a noun as it refers to a tangible object. This would be the case 

to first movers of a certain product. If it manages to take up most of the market share over a long 

time span, then its risks of being rendered generic would be even higher. However, if a startup 

provides innovative service, chances for that company name to be rendered generic one day 

would be minimal in America under the given circumstances after this case. Only when 

trademarks are used as a noun are they likely to be rendered generic.  
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The case of Google v. Elliot implies that firms may need to start to consider what part of 

speech their trademark may become in the future when making marketing strategies to build their 

brand image. It seems evident that the impact of this case has made it harder for trademarks that 

are verbs to be rendered generic. While most trademarks can be verbs, nouns and also adjectives, 

most of the time only when a trademark is used as a noun in daily language will it be rendered 

generic. Although according to the Lanham Act being used as an adjective does not prevent a 

trademark from becoming generic66, there are scholars that think only nouns can be rendered 

generic67 and it does seem like the scholars who think so are right.  

d. 4C Applications of Google’s Trademark Marketing that Prevents Potential Genericide 

If I were thinking in the perspective of Google, I would do something to prevent people 

from thinking of the Google trademark as an equivalent to search engines. C1 may already seem 

very low for users because almost all of Google’s online services are free and Google provides a 

wide range of services as well, there are still latent costs the user needs to provide upon usage 

like personal data. These costs are growing obvious to users as some will mention in my focus 

groups. While collecting user data is a necessity for target advertising to Google, the feeling of 

being deceived and shut away from the truth of data collection will affect C4 and customer 

benefit. This affect will undermine Google’s credibility and make education through marketing 

more difficult. Therefore, if I were Google I would make it clear to users in my front page that 

there is data collection and that they have the right to choose whether they wish to provide such 

data, including instructions to related settings. Honesty is valued by customers according to 

qualitative research in this dissertation, and such strategies should enhance customer benefit.  

 I would try to cut down on C2 because users need to spend effort understanding what 

other services other than searching Google provide. This is already something Google is starting 

to do on social media as they have created various accounts68 and feature their hardware products 

to present to their users that Google is more than a company that provides a search engine.  

We can see from Google’s social media that the reputation Google is building for itself 

now is no longer just a search engine. It is trying to make its C3 higher in many aspects, building 

the reputation of a tech giant that covers almost everything related to people’s daily lives. If I 

were Google, I would try to make other areas that I am trying to touch more obvious and 

accessible to people. Google search is still the service under Google that most people are most 
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familiar with nowadays. While it has also proved much competence and makes feedback 

channels easily accessible to users, Google needs to prove competence in other areas and make it 

evident to users as well.  

C4 is not a huge problem for the Google search engine, but it is for other Google services 

which could save Google from becoming a representative word for search engines. Google is 

trying very hard to involve and encourage people to continue using other services from them. 

Take Google Maps for example, Google often encourages people to leave a review by sending 

invites to users to review the places they have just been to. They also send emails to encourage 

you that your review is making a difference. This is something Google can continue doing to 

maintain the loyalty of users to their services other than the Google search engine.   

IV. Surveys and Interviews 

For surveys to be affective in courts, they not only need to be conducted by surveying 

experts as the court has implied in the case of Google v. Elliot.69 They also need to meet several 

requirements to be considered professional, objective and accessible in court.70 Seven criteria 

decisive of whether surveys are eligible to be applied are as follows: A clear boundary is drawn 

to specify the scope of the consuming public; A representative sample from the defined 

consuming public was chosen to conduct the survey; The questions were designed to be clear 

and non- misleading; The interview or survey needs to be carried out by experts who have no 

knowledge of the ongoing litigation; The gathered data is reported in a complete manner; The 

gathered data is analyzed in acceptable principle standards; and finally, the objectivity of the 

interview or survey is assured. Failing to meet one or more of these criteria may result in the 

invalidity of the survey. These criteria may serve as a guideline to surveys used in courts but 

there is obviously room to argue, for example, how would the plaintiff prove that the expert who 

conducted the survey knew nothing about the concerned litigation? What are accepted principle 

standards? Do new statistics software count as an acceptable principle? Many more questions 

can be put forth as the proposed criteria but this will not be a main point of discussion within this 

dissertation. They serve as a basic guideline but also reserves room for debate, this may be 

necessary for surveys used as evidence in courts since every case varies.  

The questions asked in the focus groups and the online survey were all designed and 

executed by myself. The design of this research is based on the marketing research 
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methodologies of Professor Chiou.71 Therefore, to conduct a survey or interview with no 

knowledge of the litigation would be impossible as it is a subject of this research. This is why 

different methods of research are carried out to make up for this disadvantage in order to reach a 

result that is as objective as possible. Two focus groups of different ages are carried out as 

qualitative research to better understand the actual recognition of the consuming public of the 

Google search engine. An online survey is analyzed as quantitative research. Both are designed 

for the purpose of discussing whether the Google trademark should have been rendered generic.   

A. Focus Group on Usage of “Google” 

Two focus groups were conducted to better understand people’s recognition of the 

Google trademark during the time of the lawsuit and today. One focus group is consisted of 

people who are considered generation X, they are people who were born between after the 1960s 

to the early 1980s72; the other focus group is consisted of people who are considered generation 

Y, they are people who were born between the 1980s to the early 2000s.73 People recruited for 

generation X are elementary school teachers while people recruited for generation Y are students 

in business schools. In regard to limited budget for research, elementary school teachers were 

recruited instead of business professionals or lawyers for generation X focus groups, the latter 

would be a more accurate comparison of the recruited group of generation Y. Considering 

elementary school teachers and business professionals or lawyers are both categories of people 

who have been educated and are familiar with use of search engines, it is assumed that 

elementary school teachers can still provide insight to the recognition towards search engines 

among generation X.   

This segregation is meant to integrate the recognition of the consuming public towards 

the Google trademark during the time of its lawsuit with Elliot and of today. As Google 

registered for their trademark in 2004 and the lawsuit of Google v. Elliot happened from 2012 to 

2014, generation X and generation Y would represent a huge part of the Google search engine’s 

consuming public. Generation Z, people who would be approximately one to fourteen years old 

then, are excluded because they have overlapped to times which other strong browsers like Baidu 

or Bing have started to rise and they would not contribute as significantly to the recognition of 

the majority of Google’s consuming public. Baidu was first launched in Beijing China in 2000.74 

This overlap would have potential to dilute the recognition of Google as the only strong browser 

because today Baidu and Google are the two strongest browsers with the most market share in 
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the world with Google at approximately 74 percent and Baidu at approximately 11 percent.75 Not 

to mention that Baidu browser is vigorously educating its users to see “Baidu” as a verb for 

searching for information online as the search button on Baidu webpage says “Baidu it”.76 The 

goal to the qualitative research of these two focus groups is to find out whether the assertion of 

Elliot and Gillespie was wrong, and whether they could have won the lawsuit if they surveyed on 

the grounds that the Google trademark made people refer to browsers as a noun.  

To elaborate on the qualitative research of focus groups, this research method is mostly 

used in the alterations of design in a product’s concept or its marketing strategies.77 It is mainly 

used to find out the attitude, belief, motive for demand, and actions towards the product. 

Therefore, this kind of qualitative research is very suitable for this dissertation as I aim to find 

out the real usage of the Google trademark in the eyes of its consuming public. The analysis will 

focus on findings related to the belief and actions of the consuming public as the primary 

significance test should indicate whether a trademark should become generic.78 The research and 

judgement in the case of Google v. Elliot only explains that the consuming public uses it as a 

verb. However, there has been no research or explanation as to whether it is also referred to as a 

noun.  

a. Focus Group Questions 

There are ten questions in this focus group which are divided into three segments. The 

first segment aims to find out people’s need of search engines in their daily lives and also to ease 

up the atmosphere of the focus group so people would be willing to provide further information 

about their feelings and beliefs. The second segment aims to find out people’s recognition and 

opinions towards search engines in general. Finally, the last part aims to find out what the 

Google trademark is to the participants.  

The first three questions are “Are you passionate about learning? Why?”, “When you 

hear something that you did not know about, what would you do?” and “When you realize you 

have encountered unknown knowledge, what would you do?”. The first question serves mainly 

as a warm up and as an introductory question to the topic of this focus group. The second 

question is a narrower scenario while the third covers a larger scope. People have various ways 

of discovering answers for their questions and we can also find out the comparison of reliance on 

search engines between two generations in this part.  
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The second part which inquires about people’s recognition of search engines in general 

consists of the questions “Please draw what comes to mind when the phrase ‘search engine’ 

comes to mind.”, “What search engines have you used before?”, “Please share your best and 

worst experience upon using search engines.”, and “Which search engine do you use most often 

now and why?”. The purpose of asking people to draw out what they think intuitively when 

hearing the phrase “search engine” is one of the most important questions in research of this 

focus group because it provides support as to whether people automatically think of Google 

when the phrase “search engine” is mentioned. Therefore, it is referred to as a noun instead of a 

verb. The fifth question has to do with understanding which search engines interviewees are 

familiar with, and it also acts as a warm up question for the last part. It brings out the fact that 

Google is the first search engine people tend to think about when the topic of search engines is 

mentioned. The sixth and seventh question brings insight for why people are so attached to 

Google, making it the most used search engine today.  

The last part of this focus group consists of the questions “What comes to mind when you 

see the Google trademark?”, “Have you ever used the phrase ‘Google it’? Under what 

circumstances?” and “Will you also use the phrase ‘Google it’ to describe the action of looking 

up information when you are searching on browsers that are not Google?”. The eighth question 

uncovers the most direct things Google is and is related to in the eyes of part of the consuming 

public. The seventh question confirms the judgment of the court for Elliott v. Google, Inc. ’s case 

and paves the premise for our last question. The last question confirms whether Google should 

have been rendered generic as a noun because if the answer to this question is positive then it 

means users see all browsers as Google.  

b. Focus Group A: Generation Y 

The first focus group is consisted of people aged between 20 and 30 who study in College 

of Commerce at National ChengChi University. This focus group was carried out on May 7th, 

2019 in which eight participants joined the research. The participants came from the institutions 

of “International Business” and “Technology, Innovation and Intellectual Property 

Management”, so their common background would be business. The notes of this focus group 

can be found in [Index One]. 

i. Part One 
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The analysis for the first part of Generation Y’s focus group is organized into three parts: 

How people of generation X look for answers to their questions, their tendency of creating new 

terms, what kind of information attracts them, and their recognition of knowledge. The former 

two will be discussed in this section while the latter two will be discussed later in the fourth 

section as it has a lot to do with consumer belief and the marketing of the Google search engine 

along with its trademark.  

Regarding how participants look up information, they generally search for answers by 

“Googling it”, observing and puzzle piecing, asking experts, asking friends on social media, 

asking the people relevant to the topic, or giving known information in order to coax more 

relevant knowledge from others. Whichever method it is used to look for answers, the unanimous 

and most intuitive answer for participants is “Google it”. This shows a certain degree of reliance 

on the Google search engine and the confirmation of the use of the term “Google” as a verb for 

“searching for information online” as mentioned in the judgment of Elliott v. Google, Inc.  

Language is ever evolving in our society as is proved in this focus group. Participant A 

studying in the Institute of International Business replied the following content upon answering 

my first question: “I like learning new things and I look up all sorts of things. It’s just that I don’t 

spend a lot of time ‘Goo-ing’ to do deep research about things.” The phrase “Goo-ing” is 

supposedly derived from “Googling”. Just as Oxford Dictionary decided to add the word “selfie” 

into its dictionary as a new word79. “Goo-ing” might be a new word in the making and this is 

also a similar process trademarks go through before becoming generic. The tendency of creating 

new words to make communication faster and more efficient is a more evident characteristic in 

some members of Generation Y, which pushes the evolution of language and enhances the risk 

of trademark genericide.  

ii. Part Two 

This part aims to discover more about the participants’ recognition towards search 

engines, it also provides insight for how Google became the most popular search engine among 

our participants. When being asked to draw what they think upon hearing the phrase “Search 

engine”, five out of eight people drew the main page of Google search80 with the Google 

trademark on them as is shown in [Index Two]. The other three drew elements that resembled 

parts of search engines including search bars, pages of search results and key words. When 
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participants were asked which search engines they used, their first answer was Google. Then 

came other answers like “Yahoo!”, “Bing”, “Baidu”, “search bars in e-commerce apps”, 

“databases”, “Wikipedia”, and “Siri”. To clarify on the participants’ answers, the definition of 

“search engine” according to the Oxford Dictionary would be: “A program that searches for and 

identifies items in a database that correspond to keywords or characters specified by the user, 

used especially for finding particular sites on the World Wide Web.”81 Therefore, some 

participants’ recognition of search engines would be incorrect, for example the search bars in e-

commerce apps might not count as a search engine because it is not accessing the World Wide 

Web. However, whether their answers are correct and in line with the definition of “search 

engine” is not the focus of our discussion in this dissertation, instead their recognition is. It is 

evident that there is a clear recognition of Google being the most recognized search engine 

among participants. The questions “Describe your best and worst experience when using search 

engines.” and “Which is your favorite search engine? Why?” uncovers a few reasons why 

Google can be widely recognized today and will be discussed in further detail in section four.  

iii. Part Three 

As the judgment of Elliott v. Google, Inc.  has ruled in favor of Google because it is used 

as a verb instead of a noun. However, the plaintiffs did not try to further prove that Google was 

recognized as a noun. Therefore, in this part I have tried to find the actual recognition of the 

word “Google” in the eyes of the consuming public. The eighth question is “What comes to mind 

when you see the Google trademark?” The first answer upon finishing this question was “search 

engine”. Other answers included “tech giant”, “tech feel”, “stable server”, and “daily tool”. The 

answers “search engine”, “stable server” and “daily tool” are implications of seeing Google as a 

server in this question. The ninth question inquires the scenario in which participants would use 

the phrase “Google it” and there were only two answers received, confirming the judgment of 

Elliott v. Google, Inc. ’s case still applies to this day. The word “Google” has a meaning of 

“searching for information online”, and the two answers were “When I am too lazy to explain.” 

and “When looking for information online.” They both imply the action of searching for 

information online.  

The tenth question asks participants whether they would still use the phrase “Google it” 

even if they are looking up information on search engines that are not Google. Four people 
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answered this question and three of them said that they would say “I was looking for 

information.” or “I looked it up on a browser.” to describe their actions. However, one person 

said that if the timeframe has been prolonged to one month for example, then she might say that 

she Googled the information out of conscience. There is still room for controversy as to whether 

Google was seen as a noun by the whole consuming public, but it is proved that there are people 

who see the word “Google” with the definition of “browser”. This does not conflict with also 

recognizing the word as a verb for “looking up information” because there are many words in 

English that take the same form whether it is a verb or a noun, and implies the verb function of 

the noun, like the word “record”.  Maybe becoming a verb and a noun is what the trademark 

“Google” should have become if the plaintiff’s arguments pursued the direction of making 

Google a noun in the judgment of Elliott v. Google, Inc. ’s case.  

iv. Consumer Belief towards Google 

After asking how they search for answers in the first section, I continued pursuing the 

answers for this question by asking what type of information attracts them. Their answers 

included things that were related to their labeled profession, required knowledge academically, 

things that would cause them to feel interested, surprising events, and things relevant to their 

own lives during the present and in the assumed future. These answers have a lot to do with why 

Google is so attractive and inevitable in people’s lives nowadays.  

Upon describing their best and worst experiences of using different browsers in the 

second section of my focus group, all the participants followed our animal instinct to remember 

the bad experiences better than the good ones and described their bad experiences first.82 The 

interesting thing was that they had nothing bad to say directly about Google when I pressed on 

about their bad experiences. Their answers will be explained by the FAB structure83 of C1 

analysis as this considers consumers’ user experience towards the use of Google and other search 

engines.  

(i) Feature 

It is quite straightforward what the consumers expect regarding the features of search 

engines. When one uses search engines, they hope to find the information they need. When 

participants mentioned the bad experiences they had upon using different search engines, it all 
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had to do with not finding information they need. The answers included “leading to fishing 

sites”, “numerous pop up ads can be very distracting”, “errors occurring at websites”, and 

“content farms showing up”. These answers all have one thing in common and it is not being 

able to find wanted information or obstacles along the way to finding it. When they spoke of the 

good experiences of using search engines, they mentioned that they have seen improvement in 

Google searches and unwanted information is filtered out better than it was in the past. 

Furthermore, they appreciate that Google suggests the words that you might be looking for and is 

able to provide more accurate answers with very little information. For example, a participant 

said that she was looking for a movie she watched when she was a little girl but she could not 

remember the name, just some details of it. So she typed out the parts she remembered into the 

search bar of Google and she was able to find what she was looking for immediately.  

For question seven: “Which search engine do you use the most? Why?” Participants all 

answered Google also for their features. One participant mentioned the sub-search engines 

Google has, including “Google scholar”, “Google patent” and so on, this can be very helpful for 

academic research. These answers conclude that as far as our participants know, Google search 

engine is able to provide the best features compared to other search engines. 

(ii) Advantage 

Discussing further on question seven, the reason why Google is the most popular search 

engine also includes the advantages it brings for consumers. This brings in the comparison of the 

Google search engine and the Yahoo search engine. Most of our participants have used both. 

One participant mentioned that the main page of Yahoo contains too many different topics and 

content, which can be very distracting and often tempts her to browse through content she did 

not intent to in the first place. This would be a disadvantage to her because she says that it 

resulted in a waste of her time and it often makes her forget what she wanted to do in the first 

place. Another one of our participants also mentioned that he likes the clean main page of 

Google as well because the simplicity makes him feel more comfortable. This reaction is 

consistent with one of Larry and Sergey’s original goals of design in 1999 for Google to appear 

simple and clean. The front page of web search back them was also crammed with information 

and became a headache for people trying to focus on things they wanted to look up.84  
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Besides the advantage of Google’s main page, one participant mentioned that Google 

search engine’s capability of picking out key words helps her find information faster. Therefore, 

to conclude on this part, the advantages that Google search engine brings for the participants 

include saving time, finding answers, and having a comfortable feeling along the way.  

(iii) Benefit 

The benefit of a product refers to the psychological reward a consumer receives after 

using the product. This then becomes the benefit of a brand or in other words, the feeling 

consumers buy when they purchase products with that trademark on them. The Google search 

engine also provides its own benefits to its consumers.  

When participants answered the eighth question regarding what they would think of when 

they heard “Google”, one participant said that he felt great inconvenience when he was unable to 

use Google in mainland China. The reason was that he believes Google is a more secure search 

engine for information protection. Another participant said that Google gives him a close and 

familiar feeling. Both participants expressed that they would choose Google over Facebook 

when logging into new accounts for applications due to security concerns. This also reflects that 

Google’s C3 is low in the eyes of a part of its users. The actions of a firm will affect its C3. For 

instance, when Google launched Gmail it actually resulted in an unpredicted outrage of its users 

because it did not have a delete button. This feature was originally designed as a thoughtful one 

because people had to currently delete their emails to free storage space back then. However, due 

to target advertising, people gained a sense of being forever monitored by Google due to the fact 

of not being able to delete their emails. Google reacted by adding the delete button and taking off 

advertisements in Gmail.85 The benefit participants of this focus group derives from Google is a 

sense of security and privacy, supposedly accumulated throughout the years of using Google 

services. Google is like a trusted, long term work partner to them.  

c. Focus Group B: Generation X 

My second focus group is consisted of people aged between 40 and 50 who were all 

retired elementary school teachers. This focus group was carried out on May 29th, 2019. The 

participants have all taught for over two decades and they have all used the Google search engine 
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before which gives them basic understanding of it. The notes of this focus group can be found in 

[Index Three]. 

i. Part One 

The analysis of the first part of Generation X’s focus group will be elaborated in two 

parts. Firstly, I will address their attitude towards acquiring knowledge and secondly, how they 

look for information. All the participants in this focus group unanimously agreed that they like to 

learn new things upon answering the first question. However, their intentions and reasons for 

doing so were quite different from their previous generation.  

Their attitude towards knowledge can be separated into two different intentions: the fear 

of being left behind or aging and the desire to learn continuously. When being asked why they 

enjoy learning new things, several immediate answers were “because I don’t want to get 

dementia”, “because I don’t want to be seen as stupid or archaic”, and “I want to keep up with 

the current trend.” This thinking is also evident in their answers upon answering what they 

thought intuitively when they heard something they did not originally know about. One 

participant said, “I’ll feel old (when I hear something I don’t know about).” The desire to learn 

continuously involves two main reasons: to solve current problems and to fulfill curiosity. The 

participants expressed that they look up information on the internet to solve various daily life 

problems like cooking or learning photography. Other scenarios in which they would search for 

information is that if a piece of news catches their eye and invokes their curiosity, or if they want 

to make sure whether a piece of information is correct.  

Elaborating on how people of Generation X obtain information, the basic answers 

including asking experts, observing and asking people close by, do not differ very much 

compared to those of Generation Y. However, their reliance on other methods to obtain 

information is heavier compared to that of Generation Y’s. Firstly, they rely on their social 

networks to obtain information much more than people in Generation Y do. One participant said 

that she would share the incomplete information or her questions to groups on her social network 

and discuss with her family or friends until she had an answer. Secondly, they have other ways 

of obtaining information, and searching on the internet is clearly not their one and only resort. 

Participants also mentioned answers including reading books, listening to talks, and reading 

recommended news on their social media.  
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It seems like the need for looking up information is not as personal compared to the 

answers from Generation Y. Of course the reasons were still personal, but it is evident that the 

need for looking up information on the internet is not as crucial and indispensable as it is to 

people of Generation X compared to Generation Y.  The next part of this focus group confirms 

my assertion further.  

ii. Part Two 

A few discoveries in this part are a deeper dislike of ads compared to their following 

generation, a narrower selection of search engines, and less reliance on the Google search engine 

compared to Generation Y. Out of the seven participants, five people drew pictures resembling 

the Google search engine, one drew an interface of a search engine and the last one failed to 

answer this question [Index Four]. Out of the five people who drew the Google search engine, 

two also drew the Internet Explorer browser (which is not a search engine). When asked which 

search engine they used the most, some participants answered “Facebook” or “YouTube”. 

Generation X’s recognition of the difference between a search engine, a browser, a social 

platform, and a media platform is not as clearly separated and precise as Generation Y’s. The 

selection of search engines is narrower for Generation X as they are more familiar with Yahoo 

and Google. Participants say that they use the “search engines” Firefox, Internet Explorer, Yahoo 

and Google the most. The former two should be eliminated and the latter two are consistent with 

their drawings. However, Google is still the main search engine they use today as it is the 

immediate answer to which search engine is most used and it also appeared most frequently in 

their drawings.  

Upon asking why they use Google the most, I discovered that Google is not an 

indispensable tool for some and their reliance on it is lighter. The reasons for seeing Google as a 

better search engine than Yahoo does not differ very much from Generation Y, including that 

Google has a bigger database, its searching power is stronger, and it searches faster, but two 

participants expressed that they are also willing to use Yahoo if it was on default. Another 

participant said that she actually prefers to use Yahoo but she heard that most people are using 

Google now which is why she gradually started to use the Google search engine sometimes.  

One bad experience both generations had in common was the appearance of ads. 

However, Generation Y expressed more tolerance towards ads than Generation X. Participants in 
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this focus group expressed complete dislike for ads no matter the size. One participant said that 

she felt deceived when sometimes the ad took her to the advertisement page when she actually 

intended to close it. Another bad experience that both generations had in common may be the 

grasp of personal information Google search engine has on people, but the aspects of the two 

generations are different. Generation Y’s reason for dislike of personal information being 

analyzed through the Google search engine is an uncomfortable feeling of Google knowing too 

much about them and exposing too much about their preferences through ads. However, 

Generation X’s reason for dislike has more to do with Google’s ability to gather information and 

search, taking away the feeling of being able to be invisible when they want to. Two participants 

said that they were quite astonished that they were able to find people they thought have long 

disappeared from their lives, and those people could also find them and contact them through 

search on Google. This observation provides hints that Generation X’s understanding of the 

functions of the Google search engine is more superficial than that of Generation Y’s. It is 

something they learned later in their lives and they probably did not see the need to make the 

Google search engine a part of their lives as it merely serves as a tool for looking up information. 

Both generations have a deep impression of Google being a powerful search engine, but it would 

be easier for Google to start changing their image starting from Generation X. They are more 

likely to use and get accustomed to Google’s other services.     

iii. Part Three 

The third part is a confirmation of the judgment of the Elliott v. Google, Inc. case. In this 

last part of this focus group I found that even though the ninth circuit ruled that “Google” is a 

verb not a noun, it is not farfetched to assume some people of Generation X might not all use the 

word “Google” in their daily language at all. Therefore, Generation Y should be the ones who 

mainly contribute to the recognition of Google and whether or not it should be a generic word. 

The answers to what Generation X participants think of when they hear Google and when 

they say “Google it” does not vary very much from Generation Y participants. The answers for 

whether they would still use the phrase “Google it” or “Googling” even if they are not using the 

Google browser to look up information resulted in four different answers. The first one is “No, 

because it is not in my daily language. I think this is a reflection of a generation gap.” The 

second one is “No, if I’m using another search engine I’ll just say that I’m searching for 
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information.” The third is “Sometimes I do. But if I’m using Yahoo I won’t say that I’m 

‘Yahooing something’.” Finally, the last answer is “Yes, because it means ‘search’ and I believe 

everyone understands.” Their usage of Google varies a lot which shows that they are the bridging 

generation that is gradually getting used to the usage of “Google” in daily language.   

d. Result Analysis 

As readers may have noticed, the background of the people chosen for the same focus 

group are quite similar. This is for the purpose of avoiding a certain group of people from the 

same background dominating the interaction of the whole interview. Therefore, it is true that I 

have only acquired opinion from two small sections of the whole consuming public. However, it 

is also fair to say that because they are two groups of people varying greatly in background, their 

opinions integrated could illuminate the real recognition of the whole consuming or relevant 

public further.  

 The familiarity of the usage of Google for Generation X participants are spread out in a 

wide range along the spectrum. If we combine the usage of “Google” of both generations, we 

would see something similar to the five stages of acceptance in the theory of the diffusion of 

innovation86. The amount of people in each stage is not applied here, instead the characteristics 

of people in each stage are. There are the innovators like the participant in Generation Y who 

invented the word “Goo-ing” something; there are the early adopters in which participants use 

the word “Google it” from time to time, regardless of the search engine; there are the early 

majority in which some of Generation Y participants are and some of Generation X participants 

who see the word “Google” as “search” are; there is the majority who uses “Google it” only 

when they are using the Google search engine; and then there are people who are non-adopters in 

Generation X who will not use the word at all.  

 

Figure 2: An Application of Characteristics of the Diffusion of Innovation Theory 

(Drawn by author) 

Innovators Early adopters Early majority Majority Non-adopters

People who fully adopt the 

usage of “Google” in their 

daily language and invent 

different ways to say it.

People who use “Google” as 

a verb and as a noun. 

People who use “Google” as 

a verb with the meaning of 

“search”.

People who use “Google it” 

only when they use the Google 

search engine. 

People who do not use the word 

“Google” at all.
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After the case of Elliott v. Google, Inc., we can reasonably assume that most people fall 

into the categories of “Innovator”, “Early Adopter” and “Early Majority”. After these two focus 

groups it is evident that the push of making “Google” generic is contributed by Generation Y 

more than Generation X. It is also fair to say that there are people who see “Google” as a noun. 

The heavier reliance generation Y has on the Google search engine may have also contributed to 

the dispersion of the usage of “Google”. To support my assertions, I have conducted a 

quantitative survey as described in the next section.  

B. Online Survey on Usage of “Google” 

The research method of the two focus groups was a qualitative type of research. I 

discovered possible reasons behind why Google could become a well-known trademark and the 

recognition of Google as to what part of speech it is. Now that the belief and usage of the Google 

trademark has been outlined, I have conducted a quantitative survey to prove previous findings 

about the consuming public’s recognition further. The purpose of choosing people with a similar 

background upon conducting focus group interviews is to avoid domination of a certain group of 

people, but since influencing of different people would not be a problem in conducting an online 

survey, this part of research aims to find out if the result of the two focus groups falls in line with 

the actual public including people from various backgrounds.  

a. Survey Design 

This survey is also divided into three parts. This first part serves as a background check 

for people taking the survey and there are two questions included. The first question asks about 

age which fits those who take the survey into their respective generations. The second question 

has to do with filtering out invalid surveys, the question is “Have you ever heard of the ‘Google’ 

search engine?”. If the answer is no, then that response would not be considered in my result 

analysis because not hearing of the Google search engine would imply that the answers of 

coming questions are all guessed.  

The second part of this survey aims to discover the importance of Google in people’s 

lives nowadays and whether the reasons behind why it could be considered a well-known 

trademark as I have found in the two focus groups applies to the public as well. The second part 

is consisted of five questions including one short answer question and four Ricardo measure 

questions with five ranges from “strongly agree” to “strongly disagree”. The short answer 
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question is “Which search engine do you use the most often?”. This question is to discover the 

latest diversity of search engines among those who take the survey. The remaining four questions 

all derive from the two focus groups conducted previously. The four questions were put here in 

order to confirm whether the opinions received were only limited to a small group of the public. 

These questions include “I think Google is a very important tool in my life.”, “The Google 

search engine makes my life more convenient.”, “Google saves me a lot of time for looking up 

information.”, and “I think my footprint online and personal information is very secure.” 

The last part is to ask about the public’s use of the word “Google”. Because this is a 

quantitative survey, my questions are more straightforward and subjective. There are three 

questions in this part which include two questions describing scenarios of usage of “Google” and 

one question asking directly about the usage of “Google”. The two scenario questions are also 

measured with the Ricardo scale and they are respectively “I will still say that I am ‘Googling’ 

when I am using a search engine other than Google to look up information.” and “I will say that I 

looked it up on Google subconsciously whether or not I got that information from Google.” The 

last question asking about recognition is very direct and asks about whether Google is a noun, 

verb, both, or some other part of speech. The full survey can be viewed in [Index Five]. 

b. Background Check 

There were a total of 65 surveys collected in which three were filtered out as invalid due 

to inconsistent answers. Most of the people who took this survey are from Generation Y as 

shown in diagram 1. They contribute to the quantitative research of the usage of the Google 

trademark as the majority Google search engine users today.87   
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Table 1: Age of people who took this survey 

(Drawn by author) 

c. FAB of Google 

The first two questions in this part regard the feature of the Google search engine. Most 

people of Generation Y use Google for search and it is the search engine that most are familiar 

with while a small minority still use Yahoo. Use of search engines should vary depending on 

geographic location because as Bing and Baidu make up approximately 20% of the search engine 

market share worldwide88, neither was chosen as the most frequently used search tool in this 

survey where most participants are located in Taiwan. Therefore, Generation Y may have used 

more search engines compared to their previous generation, but the types of search engine they 

most often use do not show a big difference. It provides support that they see Google as the 

search engine that provides the best service because they have the freedom to use any search 

engine they want. On the contrary, it would not be fair to say that people in China think Baidu 

provides the best service solely based on the fact that most people in China use Baidu among all 

search engines, because they are not free to use any search engine they want.  
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Table 2: The Search Engine I Use the Most 

(Drawn by author) 

The next question also regards the feature aspect of Google, and it is a statement 

measured on Ricardo scale. The statement is “The Google search engine is a very important tool 

in my life” and the result that most agree on this statement is significant as shown in diagram 3. 

This confirms the opinions of feature regarding Google as the search engine that provides the 

best service and therefore is most widely adopted.  
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Table 3: The Google Search Engine is a very Important Tool in my Life 

(Drawn by author)  

The next two questions regard the advantage participants mentioned in the focus groups. 

The statements are “The Google search engine makes my life more convenient” and “The 

Google search engine saves me a lot of time looking up information”. Results for both statements 

were significant that most people agreed, confirming answers received in the focus group as 

shown in diagram 4 and 5. 

Strongly 

Agree 

Strongly 

Disagree 
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Table 4: The Google Search Engine makes my Life More Convenient 

(Drawn by author) 

 

Table 5: The Google Search Engine Saves me a lot of time Looking up Information 

(Drawn by author) 

The last statement regarding the belief towards Google as feeling empowered and safe is 

“My online footprint is secure on the Google search engine”. However, the results of this 

question is insignificant as shown in diagram 6. Not all people feel that Google has given them a 

Strongly 

Agree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Strongly 

Agree 

Strongly 

Disagree 
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sense of security and is a partner to be trusted. The use of this discovered weak chink could be an 

applicable factor in marketing and will be elaborated in the last part of this section.  

  

Table 6: My Online Footprint is Secure on the Google Search Engine 

(Drawn by author) 

d. Usage of Google 

The final part of this survey inquires about the usage of Google in daily language which 

is the main reason why it could have become generic. This is also the type of survey plaintiffs 

should conduct to support their stance of making a trademark generic. The first statement is “I 

will still say that I’m ‘Googling’ even when I’m not using the Google search engine”, this 

statement aims to find out if people see “Google” as a word for searching on all browsers. The 

result was insignificant. The second statement is “I will say that I got information from Google 

subconsciously regardless of which search engine I actually used” to find out if people refer to 

all browsers as Google, the result was also insignificant. Half of the people use Google to refer to 

all browsers while the other half don’t.  

 

Strongly 

Agree 

Strongly 

Disagree 
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Table 7: I will Still Say that I’m “Googling” even when I’m not Using the Google Search Engine 

(Drawn by author) 

 

Table 8: I will say that I got Information from Google Subconsciously Regardless of Which Search Engine I Actually 

Used 

(Drawn by author) 

The last question asks directly what part of phrase people think ‘Google’ belongs to, 

along with a definition and example sentence to be clear. The results show that most people see 

Google as both a noun and a verb. If a trademark needs to refer to a class of products to be 

Strongly 

Agree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Strongly 

Agree 

Strongly 

Disagree 
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rendered generic, then it has to be a noun and Google is considered a noun by a part of the 

consuming public.  

 

Table 9: Google’s Part of Speech 

(Drawn by author) 

C. 4C Applications 

a. C1 

C1 is the cost users must pay to enjoy provided value, and although the price for a 

consumer to view a trademark is almost always free, a famous company can choose to make the 

trademark less obvious on its products or invisible. This lowers the spread of people referring to 

the certain class of products when they see that company’s products. For example, every time we 

open the Google search engine we see the huge trademark of Google immediately. Every time 

we see it our impression of us using the service of search is free and it’s all thanks to Google is 

strengthened. If Google gave their search engine another name and put it in the center along with 

smaller words saying “powered by Google” then people would receive the values of one of the 

“brands” of Google instead of gradually building the impression that Google means search or 

Google means search engine. This would enhance the distinctiveness of the producer Google and 

its significance will not be diminished. The C1 strategy is more applicable to trademarks that are 

well known or are becoming well known which already has a brand value.  
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b. C2 

The C2 cost refers to the cost users must pay to know more about a product, it is the cost 

given in the process of collecting information. It is an issue of communication between the 

company and the public. To encourage brand growth, it is natural that a company does not limit 

the public’s interpretation of it in earlier stages of brand development. However, after the 

company has established recognition and the brand is gradually becoming a terminology in the 

public’s everyday usage, the company should spend more resources educating the public and 

communicating with people of its correct use.  

A very successful example of a company that cut down on C2 and made their services 

and products clear the public is Line Co. in Taiwan. Although we use the word “Line” to refer to 

the action of sending a message to someone via the Line application, there is little chance that we 

will use Line to refer to all communication applications. This is because Line has made sure that 

their consumers have the impression of a whole variety of their products. Consumers know that 

Line is so much more than just a messaging application. This is because they integrate the 

functions of the wide variety of products into their line application. This makes users’ C2 very 

low because they are able to observe different services of Line immediately upon usage of this 

messaging app. This may be something Google could have done better, to remind consumers of 

all their other functions in more obvious interfaces. C2 is still quite high for Google users, 

especially those in generation X. It is unlikely that they will discover other Google services like 

Google scholar, Google Pay, Google patent, or other Google services if they only continue to use 

the Google search function.   

One method Google could take on to start educating the public is to create a short 

advertisement. Google could shoot a short clip and launch it on their main page, its existing 

social media platforms, or other online advertising platforms like YouTube. The content could be 

one person asking the other person to “Google” something. The other person could act confused 

and ask, “What do you mean by ‘Google’? Are you referring to Google Pay, Google Scholar, 

Google Patents, or other Google services?” This could be a strategy Google takes on as short 

video clips are a very effective way of influencing people nowadays given the rise of short video 

platforms like TikTok.89  

c. C3 
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The C3 cost refers to the cost of considering the product’s reputation. C3 is an issue of 

trust. There are two strategies of managing C3 to avoid genericide. Method one is to build a 

brand image that is diverse and covers many products or services. There is no product that is 

perfect and a product would have many different reputations regarding different aspects. 

Therefore, different consumers will consider different products for their varying reputations. 

When a company does not take continuous innovative endeavors to communicate its reputation 

with its users then users will make a reputation for the company. When a company is very 

popular and has a reputation of being good at almost every aspect of the service or product they 

provide then they might gradually become generic. Take Thermos for example, their innovation 

might be vacuum bottles at first but one would not think of high quality caps or anything other 

than the fact that they sell vacuum bottles. Line on the other hand chose to innovate and earn a 

reputation of being diverse and better in some areas than others and vice versa. When the 

consumer’s consideration of reputation complicates, it will be harder for them to relate to a class 

of products with a trademark.  

Method Two of managing C3 is to become the one and only trusted brand. Referring 

back to the bilateral condition mentioned that has to exist for genericide to happen, which is 

people referring to the class of products upon seeing the trademark, and vice versa, if Google 

makes itself the most trusted search engine to the public with highest C3 and users do not refer to 

other search engines as Google then it could prevent genericide that way. This is also the court’s 

explanation of why the Google trademark should not become generic, looking at the trademark 

through the lenses of it being a noun.  

d. C4 

The C4 cost is the cost to stay loyal to a certain brand’s products. It is an issue related to 

belonging and user identification. This is linked to the second method of keeping C3 high so that 

users see Google as the one and only go to search engine because they feel familiarity, 

belonging, and they identify with it. Strategies to make users stay loyal is actually quite crucial to 

preventing trademark genericide. Only when users constantly observe and pay attention to the 

value and change behind a trademark can their recognition change along with it. Companies 

want to make users think that C4 is low in order for them to feel comfortable being loyal that 
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certain brand. According to the loyalty generation Y has demonstrated to Google in my focus 

group, it would be fair to say that Google has done a splendid job in making C4 seem low.  

V. Conclusion 

Marketing is essential in building a brand and gaining trademark value, this dissertation 

contributes to elaborating what corporations should know to prevent regarding the consuming 

public’s recognition of their trademark and marketing strategies they can consider to reach that 

goal. The purpose of Trademark law is to strike a balance between protecting the producer’s 

right to identify themselves, protecting the consumer’s rights not to be confused, to keep 

competition in the market fair, and to encourage the growth of the industries. When protecting 

the trademark’s right of exclusive use hurts the public’s freedom of speech or loses its meaning 

because it is no longer distinctive to the public then genericide may take place.  

The example of Google points out the importance of marketing a trademark to build the 

meaning of a corporation behind the trademark instead of letting people refer to the trademark 

based on the products or services provided. The focus groups and surveys show that there is still 

potential that Google can be rendered generic. The analysis of Google’s current marketing 

strategies display how corporations can market themselves as a famous trademark. The 4C 

analysis application advises management on trademark marketing to corporations in general.  
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Appendix I. Generation Y Focus Group Notes 

面對無知的反應 

Q1: 大家喜歡學習新知嗎? 為甚麼? 

雲千: 跟未來相關、時下重要、跟自己領域相關；跟自己生活沒太大關係不會想了解 

郁潔: 喜歡，不知道的都會了解一下，會下意識地去”Google”，”估”的不會看太多，因為

時間有限，引起興趣會看更深入，有無勾起好奇心 

眉均: 奇特事件，勾起興趣的 

曼玲: 課業相關、有興趣的會深入了解 

JEFF: 跟自己專業上的標籤有關，會觸發自己主動學習 

漢威: 接收到新的東西，研究到懂為止 

Q2: 在路上聽到或是跟他人聊天，聽到沒有聽過的用語或知識，你的第一個想法會是甚

麼? 

谷哥 

直接問旁邊的人 

眉均: 轉彎雞腿，推敲前後文，奇特用語會拿起來用 

雲千: 繼續聽下去接收更多資訊 

曼玲: 詢問這方面專家，找關鍵字 

漢威: 谷哥看會不會很常見，會在意是否只有自己知道，是否自己太落伍，接著會想教育

其他人 

JEFF: 求助於社群，大眾的智慧 

Q3: 面對無知的狀況，你會選擇怎麼解決? 

文宣: 拋磚引玉，說出目前所知道的 

漢威: 保持沉默，記下聽到的，之後再補齊相關知識 

眉均: 趕快用手機查一下，若不是很重(當下小討論)要會讓它過去 

YUKI: 反問提問者 

JEFF: 問一下身邊的人 

使用搜尋引擎的認知 

Q4: 請大家畫出心中最直覺，搜尋引擎的樣子。 

Q5: 大家使用過的搜尋引擎有哪些呢?  

GOOGLE / YAHOO / BING / BAIDU/ 電商平台過濾的選項 

Database: USPTO and westlaw / Wikipedia/ 套件: 鑲嵌在瀏覽器的 searchbar or ask Siri 

Q6: 大家最好跟最壞的經驗分別是甚麼? 

好: 

郁潔: google improvement- 現在會過濾掉不要的資訊 
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JEFF: 會推薦你要找的答案 

YUKI: 快速匯集資訊，找到要的資訊 

壞: 

JEFF: USPTO 很精確，比 GOOGLE更精確，不會有任何相似的，會找不到相似的 

漢威:直接倒到釣魚網站，沒有過濾掉惡意網站；內容農場 

眉均: 404 not found，無法找到想要的資訊，baidu 

YUKI: 廣告一直推播 

Ads: 

郁潔: 會一直被推波，被窺視被洗腦 

文宣: 不想讓別人知道自己喜歡甚麼，把內心的想法曝露給其他人知道 

眉均: 不會反感，一整個螢幕備戰調會討厭，但小小的就還好，掌控權還是在自己 

雲千: 鑲嵌在網頁內容中，會嚇到，所以會用無痕 

曼玲: 因為自己不是公眾人物所以覺得還好，不絕的資訊被掌握有甚麼 

漢威: 會想看廣告投放能多精準，會想幫助內容製作者 

Q7: 那麼大家現在最常使用的搜尋引擎是哪一個? 為甚麼? 

google 

文宣: 最容易找到自己想要找的東西，打相關內容就可以找到要的資訊，抓關鍵字很精準 

JEFF: 簡單乾淨，YAHOO相對雜亂；有很多自搜尋引擎 Google patent google scholar 

曼玲: 內建，資料都在上面了很難離開，習慣了 

眉均: YAHOO太亂，容易誘導使用者作原本沒有想做的事情 

YUKI: 會用 safari 

郁潔: 用手機時不會特別轉換 

對於「谷歌」的用法 

Q8: 谷歌搜尋引擎會讓你聯想到甚麼? 

文宣: 搜尋引擎 

JEFF: 科技巨人、包山包海、很熟悉 

郁潔: 科技感但沒有未來感，對未來沒有想像，向 tesla就很有未來感，谷歌的配色太日常 

漢威: 伺服器很穩，到大陸不能用很麻煩，無法使用它造成困擾，隱私度高 

雲千: 生活的工具 

Q9: 大家使用過「谷歌一下」這個用法嗎? 在甚麼情境下? 

文宣: 懶得解釋 

眉均: 找資訊 

Q10: 當你再用其他搜尋引擎的時候，你也會用「谷歌一下」來形容搜尋的動作嗎?  

曼玲: 查資料 
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YUKI: 用谷哥到，會用 查到資料 形容 

漢威: 在中國會連結回谷哥 

在某個搜尋引擎上查到資料 

雲千: 如果時間很長會下意識說谷哥 
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Appendix II. Pictures Generation Y Participants Drew for their Image of the Google Trademark 
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Appendix III. Generation X Focus Group Notes 

面對無知的反應 

Q1: 大家喜歡學習新知嗎? 為甚麼? 

喜歡因為 

覺得好玩有新鮮感，對很多事情保有好奇心覺得想看一下，再篩選想繼續的項目 

拍照或煮飯主菜，會搜尋谷哥，因為不懂，要確認跟自己原先的想法是否一樣；解決生活

上遇到的問題 

才不會笨，要趕上時代，不會被丟在後面；與時俱進，跟上時代 

活絡大腦，以免提早癡呆 

退休之後時間比較多，所以會想搜尋，有時在電子媒體上聽到會去搜尋一下，為了確認訊

息的正確性 

Q2: 在路上聽到或是跟他人聊天，聽到沒有聽過的用語或知識，你的第一個想法會是甚

麼? 

谷哥 

會覺得自己老了 

會問比自己年輕的人或是所謂的專業人士 

谷哥然後分享到家族群組，一起討論，得到結論 

覺得自己笨，觀察一下別人在幹嘛，上網查資料 

看有沒有興趣，沒興趣就 pass，是不是我喜歡的 

Q3: 面對無知的狀況，你會選擇怎麼解決? 

問旁邊的朋友，問谷哥，問老公 

看書 

直接問當事人 

查了再問主講人，尋找更廣泛的解釋 

跟專業人士討論、聽演講 

 

使用搜尋引擎的認知 
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Q4: 請大家畫出心中最直覺，搜尋引擎的樣子。 

Q5: 大家使用過的搜尋引擎有哪些呢?  

IE / Google / Yahoo / Firefox  

Q6: 大家最好跟最壞的經驗分別是甚麼? 

最好:  

谷哥會很快告訴自己想要的資訊 

抓關鍵字(片段資訊)的能力很好，相關的資料都會跑出來，人際方面也是，會發現新線索

或是恢復記憶 

找得到路回家 

最壞:  

廣告很煩，無法關閉，按打叉卻進到廣告，覺得被欺騙 

個資被追蹤；容易追蹤到他人，人是沒有隱私的，自己也很容易被找到，很”驚悚”很訝異 

重複的資料太多 

希望可以自動由新到舊排列，避免點進去是過時資訊，找到不要的資訊 

Q7: 那麼大家現在最常使用的搜尋引擎是哪一個? 為甚麼? 

谷哥 

搜尋能力強，速度較快，資料較新且較多 

雅虎資料比較侷限，資料不夠新 

是內建，如果雅虎是內建也會用 

聽別人說得所以就開始慢慢用 

 

對於「谷歌」的用法 

Q8: 谷歌搜尋引擎會讓你聯想到甚麼? 

漂亮的圖案，配合節慶 

萬能，不可或缺，會幫你達到目的，大神 

會推波新聞(內建) 
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很習慣很喜歡，不知就求助於他 

薪水很高 

Q9: 大家使用過「谷歌一下」這個用法嗎? 在甚麼情境下?  

去谷哥一下電話號碼 

在場沒有人知道答案時 

為確認資料真實性時 

Q10: 當你再用其他搜尋引擎的時候，你也會用「谷歌一下」來形容搜尋的動作嗎?  

不會，因為根本不再平日的言語裡面；再用哪一個搜尋引擎就說哪一個；會說”查一下” 

會，把他當成搜尋的意思，覺得大家應該都可以理解 

偶爾會 

但不會說 雅虎一下，在用谷哥的時候還是會說谷哥一下 
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Appendix IV. Pictures Generation X Participants Drew for their Image of the Google Trademark 
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Appendix V. Survey Questions 

1. My age 

 Under 20 

 21~30 

 31~40 

 41~50 

 Above 50 

2. I have heard of the Google Search Engine before 

 Yes 

 No 

3. The search engine I use the most is 

 Bing 

 Baidu 

 Google 

 Yahoo 

 Other 

Attitude and belief towards Google: (Ricardo Scale) 

4. Google is a very important tool in my life 

5. Google Search engine makes my life much more convenient 

6. Google saves me a lot of time to look up information 

7. I think my information is very safe on the Google search engine 

Recognition of Google 

8. I will still say that I’m “Googling” even if I’m using a search engine that is not Google 

9. I will say that I looked up information on Google subconsciously even if I looked it up on 

some other search engine 

10. I think Google is a 

 Noun, meaning search engine, Ex: I just looked up information on Google 

 Verb, to look up information, Ex: I just Googled it 

 Both of the above 

 Other  
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